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ABSTRACT
Objective Gastric adenocarcinoma (gastric cancer, GC)
is a major cause of global cancer mortality. Identifying
molecular programmes contributing to GC patient
survival may improve our understanding of GC
pathogenesis, highlight new prognostic factors and
reveal novel therapeutic targets. The authors aimed to
produce a comprehensive inventory of gene expression
programmes expressed in primary GCs, and to identify
those expression programmes significantly associated
with patient survival.
Design Using a network-modelling approach, the
authors performed a large-scale meta-analysis of GC
transcriptome data integrating 940 gastric transcriptomes
from multiple independent patient cohorts. The authors
analysed a training set of 428 GCs and 163 non-
malignant gastric samples, and a validation set of 288
GCs and 61 non-malignant gastric samples.
Results The authors identified 178 gene expression
programmes (‘modules’) expressed in primary GCs,
which were associated with distinct biological processes,
chromosomal location patterns, cis-regulatory motifs and
clinicopathological parameters. Expression of a
transforming growth factor β (TGF-β) signalling
associated ‘super-module’ of stroma-related genes
consistently predicted patient survival in multiple GC
validation cohorts. The proportion of intra-tumoural
stroma, quantified by morphometry in tissue sections
from gastrectomy specimens, was also significantly
associated with stromal super-module expression and GC
patient survival.
Conclusion Stromal gene expression predicts GC
patient survival in multiple independent cohorts, and
may be closely related to the intra-tumoural stroma
proportion, a specific morphological GC phenotype.
These findings suggest that therapeutic approaches
targeting the GC stroma may merit evaluation.

INTRODUCTION
Gastric adenocarcinoma (gastric cancer, GC) is a
major cause of global cancer mortality.1 2

Treatment of GC patients is currently based on clin-
ical parameters such as age, performance status and
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Significance of this study

What is already known on this subject?
▸ Gene expression profiles of primary cancers can

provide ‘snapshots’ of biological pathways
expressed by cancer cells and other cell
populations in solid tumours.

▸ Identifying gene expression programmes
associated with patient survival may refine our
ability to predict clinical prognosis, discover
specific molecular processes regulating disease
progression and highlight novel avenues for
therapeutic intervention.

What are the new findings?
▸ This study reports the largest analysis of gastric

cancer transcriptomes to date, providing a
comprehensive inventory of expression
programmes (‘modules’) present in gastric
cancer.

▸ Of the 178 modules expressed in primary
gastric cancers, expression of a transforming
growth factor β (TGF-β) associated module of
stroma-related genes consistently predicted
patient survival in multiple datasets.

▸ Histopathological analysis of primary gastric
cancers revealed that stromal module
expression was associated with the proportion
of intra-tumoural stroma (ITS).

▸ Direct histopathological measurement of the
ITS proportion was predictive of gastric cancer
patient survival.

How might it impact on clinical practice in
the foreseeable future?
▸ Quantifying the proportion of ITS in gastric

cancers during routine histopathological
assessment may serve as a surrogate marker
for stromal gene expression levels in individual
tumours.

▸ Therapies targeting pathways associated with
the tumour stroma, such as TGF-β signalling,
merit consideration in gastric cancer.
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tumour, node, metastasis (TNM) staging,3 which are collectively
used to decide whether a patient should be treated by surgery
alone, surgery plus chemotherapy/chemoradiation or chemo-
therapy alone. Of these, TNM staging is the major tool used by
clinicians to predict GC patient prognosis. However, GC
patients with the same TNM stage often exhibit distinct clinical
outcomes4 suggesting the existence of additional factors influen-
cing GC disease aggressiveness. Previous studies attempting to
identify additional GC prognostic factors have investigated a
variety of clinical, histological (morphological subtypes, grade
of differentiation) and molecular factors, including Ki67 expres-
sion (a marker of cell proliferation), p53 mutation status, DNA
ploidy and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2)
expression.5–9 However, clear prognostic roles have not been
consistently observed for most of these factors, particularly
when tested in multiple independent patient cohorts. So far,
prognostic studies in GC have focused primarily on aberrations
occurring in the GC cell. However, like all solid tumours, GCs
are highly complex entities composed of neoplastic epithelial
cells, as well as of vessels, fibroblasts, immune cells and extracel-
lular matrix. Compared with cancer cells, relatively little is
known regarding the potential contribution of these other com-
ponents to GC patient prognosis.10–13

Gene expression profiling represents a powerful technology
that can provide an unbiased and holistic ‘molecular snapshot’
of distinct gene expression programmes present within a
tumour.14 While some of the genes comprising these expression
programmes are expressed exclusively by cancer cells, other cell
types within a tumour may also contribute to the gene expres-
sion profile. Here, we hypothesised that a detailed analysis of a
large number of GC transcriptomes would provide a compre-
hensive inventory of distinct expression programmes associated
with GC, which can then be tested for associations with patient
prognosis. Analysing gene expression data from 940 GCs and
non-malignant gastric tissues from different patient populations,
we found that the expression of a ‘stromal module’ comprising
stroma-related genes was associated with both, transforming
growth factor β (TGF-β) signalling and patient survival in mul-
tiple GC cohorts. In GC tissue sections, we further found that
the proportion of the stroma within GCs (intra-tumoural
stroma, ITS) also predicted patient survival. To our knowledge,
this is the first study demonstrating a prognostic role for both,
stromal gene expression and the ITS proportion in GC patients.
Our results highlight the potential role of the ITS proportion as
a predictive biomarker to identify subgroups of patients with
GCs that might respond to tumour stroma-directed therapies.
Moreover, because our molecular analysis indicates that the GC
stromal module is associated with TGF-β signalling, molecular
therapies targeting the TGF-β pathway may merit evaluation in
GC patients.

METHODS
Gastric cancer datasets
Discovery datasets
The GC coexpression network was generated using nine inde-
pendent GC expression microarray datasets (supplemental table
1), comprising 591 gastric samples (428 GCs and 163 non-
malignant samples (normal gastric mucosa, chronic gastritis,
atrophic gastritis with intestinal metaplasia)). One hundred and
nine of the 163 non-malignant gastric samples were matched to
GC samples, while the remaining 54 non-malignant samples
were gastric biopsies from individuals with Helicobacter pylori
gastritis without cancer, recruited into a randomised, placebo-
controlled trial of H pylori therapy.15 The datasets were

obtained from the National Center for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI) Gene Expression Omnibus (http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/), or from collaborators (SG-2, LS-1 and
AMS). Several of these datasets have been previously pub-
lished.15–20 Detailed clinical information from the discovery
datasets was not used in this study, with the exception of the
AMS cohort (34 GCs) which was analysed to provide additional
power for the survival analysis.

Validation datasets (transcriptome)
Three GC datasets (SG-3, AU-2 and YGC) were used for valid-
ation analyses comprising 288 GC and 61 non-malignant gastric
samples. These samples were not used in the discovery phase.
All 61 non-malignant validation samples were matched with a
GC. Seven patients received neo-adjuvant therapy (one patient,
SG-3 cohort; six patients, AU-2 cohort). Clinical characteristics
are presented in table 1. Primary GCs were collected with
patient consent from the participating centre’s tissue repositories
or pathology archives and approval from the respective institu-
tional research ethics review committees in accordance with
local regulations and legislations. Clinical information was col-
lected with the approval of the Institutional Review Board.
Gene expression data of these validation datasets have been
deposited under Gene Expression Omnibus accession numbers
GSE15459 (SG-3), GSE35809 (AU-2) and GSE13861 (YGC).21

Validation dataset (tissue microarray (TMA))
An additional GC TMA dataset (LS-2) was also analysed. TMAs
were constructed from an independent set of 163 GC patients
who underwent curative D2 resection at the Academic
Department of Surgery, Leeds General Infirmary, Leeds, UK,
between 1970 and 1991. After excluding technical failures and
data from patients who died within 30 days after surgery (post-
operative mortality), results from 131 patients were available for
analyses. Median follow-up time after surgery was 5.5 years
ranging from 0.11 years to 20.6 years. Forty-nine (37.4%)
patients had died due to cancer at the end of the study period.
Clinical characteristics of the LS-2 TMA dataset are presented in
the online supplemental table 2.

The supplemental methods provide details of GC network
construction, functional annotation of network modules,
mapping of modules and oncogenic pathways to individual
samples, clinicopathological and survival analyses, and quantita-
tion of ITS by computerised point counting.

RESULTS
Network analysis identifies multiple conserved gene
expression modules in GC
We established a discovery series of 591 gastric tissue samples
(428 cancers and 163 matched non-neoplastic samples), drawn
from nine independent GC transcriptome datasets representing
a wide variety of GC patient populations from different coun-
tries, including countries with low and high GC incidence
(online supplemental table 1). We used these discovery datasets
to construct a GC gene coexpression network. First, we estab-
lished a core network of genes commonly present in all nine
datasets comprising genes exhibiting consistent and robust
expression correlations in both, GCs and non-malignant gastric
samples (see Methods, figure 1A). Second, to increase the
number of genes in the network, we expanded the network con-
struction to all possible combinations of eight, seven and six
datasets. This network construction method yielded a final GC
coexpression network comprising 3177 genes linked by 14 965
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interactions (false discovery rate (FDR) <0.001, supplemental
table 3, figure 1A).

To partition the network into meaningful and biologically
relevant subunits, we then defined ‘modules’ within the coex-
pression network, defined as groups of genes showing a high
degree of internal coexpression relative to genes external to the
group. Using a previously described module construction algo-
rithm,22 we identified 178 coexpression modules in the network
comprising 10–200 genes each (supplemental figure 1, supple-
mental document 1; supplemental table 4 presents a representa-
tive module). Supporting the biological relevance of the GC
network, network topology analyses at multiple levels, for
example, between (1) all individual genes in the entire coexpres-
sion network, (2) all modules and (3) genes within a particular
module revealed that the identified networks all exhibited a
‘scale-free’ structure with most genes acting as ‘edges’, and
certain genes acting as ‘hubs’ (supplemental figure 2 and supple-
mental table 5; also see Discussion). These findings are consist-
ent with previous studies establishing that biological networks
are often scale-free.23

Since coexpressed genes typically act within the same pathway
or share related biological functions,24 we proceeded to system-
atically annotate the 178 modules in the coexpression network
by comparing their gene content against the Molecular
Signatures Database (MSigDB), a publicly accessible database of
gene sets annotated by chromosomal position, pathway compo-
nents, gene ontologies and cis-regulatory binding sites (figure
1B). A total of 148 (83%) of 178 modules were successfully
mapped to at least one MSigDB dataset at the threshold level of
significance (p<0.001, minimum overlap >5 genes), while 30
modules lacked MSigDB assignments and may be novel. Several
modules shared similar MSigDB annotations raising the possibil-
ity that these modules might participate in common biological
programmes. We called these higher order associations ‘super-
modules’, and identified seven distinct super-modules in the
coexpression network. One super-module comprised 32
modules related to various aspects of cell cycle and

proliferation.25 A second super-module, designated the ‘stromal
super-module’, contained 23 modules associated with extracellu-
lar matrix biology and stromal cells. The remaining super-
modules in the coexpression network were associated with
immune response, digestive function, mitochondrial, ribosomal
and proteasomal function (see colour legend in figure 1B).
Supplemental document 1 provides all the member genes of the
178 modules, and supplemental document 2 provides a compre-
hensive table of the 178 modules and their MSigDB
assignments.

Determining levels of module expression in individual
validation samples
To compare the expression levels of different modules between
individual GCs, we used a previously published algorithm
(GENOMICA, see Methods and Segal et al, 200426) to map the
178 expression modules onto three independent GC datasets not
used in the network construction described above (Singapore
dataset: SG-3, 153 GCs and 38 matched non-malignant gastric
samples; Australia dataset: AU-2, 70 GCs and 9 non-malignant
samples; South Korea dataset: YGC, 65 GCs and 14 matched
non-malignant samples). Table 1 provides the clinicopathological
characteristics of these datasets. To maximise statistical power, we
combined all samples from these datasets (SG-3, AU-2 and YGC)
resulting in a combined validation series of 349 samples (288
GCs and 61 non-malignant gastric samples).

Mapping of the expression modules to this combined valid-
ation series confirmed that the modules were differentially
expressed across individual GCs (figure 2A). We noted interest-
ing relationships between modules. For example, GCs with high
expression of cell proliferation modules tended to coexpress
modules related to digestive function, while GCs with high
expression of the stromal module exhibited low expression of
cell proliferation modules and low expression of modules
related to digestive function. A subset of GCs showed high
expression of modules related to proteosomal function (see
Discussion).

Table 1 Clinical characteristics of validation datasets

Clinical characteristics Category SG-3 n (%) AU-2 n (%) YGC n (%) Total n (%)

Total 153 (100) 70 (100) 65 (100) 288 (100)
Gender Male 95 (62.1) 48 (68.6) 46 (70.8) 189 (65.6)

Female 53 (34.6) 22 (31.4) 19 (29.2) 94 (32.6)
Unknown 5 (3.3) 0 (0) 0 (0) 5 (1.7)

Age Median years (min, max) 65 (23, 92) 67 (32, 85) 63 (32, 83) 65 (23, 92)
TNM stage I 27 (17.6) 13 (18.6) 12 (18.5) 52 (18.1)

II 25 (16.3) 16 (22.9) 2 (3.1) 43 (14.9)
III 56 (36.6) 33 (47.1) 35 (53.8) 124 (43.1)
IV 42 (27.5) 7 (10) 16 (24.6) 65 (22.6)
Unknown 3 (2) 1 (1.4) 0 (0) 4 (1.4)

Laurén class Intestinal-type 72 (47.1) 34 (48.6) 20 (30.8) 126 (43.8)
Diffuse-type 59 (38.6) 30 (42.9) 31 (47.7) 120 (41.7)
Mixed/unclassifiable 22 (14.4) 6 (8.6) 14 (21.5) 42 (14.6)

Grade of differentiation Well 4 (2.6) 2 (2.9) ND 6 (2.1)
Moderate 51 (33.3) 22 (31.4) ND 73 (25.3)
Poor 91 (59.5) 26 (37.1) ND 117 (40.6)
Undifferentiated/unknown 7 (4.6) 20 (28.6) 65 (100) 92 (31.9)

Resection margin status Negative 110 (71.9) 66 (94.3) ND 176 (61.1)
Positive 17 (11.1) 4 (5.7) ND 21 (7.3)
Unknown 26 (17) 0 (0) 65 (100) 91 (31.6)

Non-malignant gastric samples Matched to GC 38 9 14 61

‘ND’ data is not available.
Three independent datasets (Singapore (SG-3), Australia (AU-2) and South Korea (YGC)), comprising 349 samples (288 tumours and 61 non-malignant gastric samples) not included in
the initial network construction, were used to validate the coexpression network.
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GC expression modules are associated with distinct
clinicopathological characteristics
We used the combined validation series to explore if expres-
sion of any of these modules might be related to clinico-
pathological characteristics including age, gender, disease
stage, histopathological subtype and grade of differentiation
(figure 2A and supplemental table 6). The results from the

combined validation series are presented in the paragraphs
below and in supplemental table 6, while the results from
analyses of the individual datasets can be found in supple-
mental figure 3 and supplemental table 7. For these and all
subsequent analyses, p values were corrected for multiple
hypotheses testing, and a corrected p value <0.05 was con-
sidered significant.

Figure 1 Gastric cancer (GC) coexpression network construction and annotation. (A) Network construction. (left to right) Core network exhibiting
conserved coexpression correlations across 9 GC datasets (9C9). Genes are nodes (pink) and edges are coexpression correlations (blue). The core
network was expanded by adding nodes and edges across all possible combinations of 8, 7 and 6 GC datasets (9C8,

9C7,
9C6). Light pink nodes

represent pre-existing nodes already present in the prior network, while dark pink nodes represent new genes. Light blue lines represent pre-existing
edges from the prior network, while dark blue lines represent new edges. All genes and edges are associated with a false discovery rate <0.001.
(B) Functional annotations of modules. (blue-white heat map) Gene composition overlap between the 178 modules. Darker blue regions represent
modules with significant gene overlap. The white-blue scale bar indicates p values for the module overlap (hypergeometric test). (Surrounding four
red matrices) Module mapping against the Molecular Signatures Database (MSigDB); cytogenetic location (top), pathway signatures (right),
cis-regulatory binding sites (bottom) and gene ontologies (left). Darker red areas represent significant module associations (minimum overlap
number of genes = 5). The white-red scale bar indicates the p values for the module association. The multicoloured vertical colour bar to the right
of the white-blue heat map represents groups of modules exhibiting significant overlap in gene content (super-modules, see colour code at bottom
right). Arrows indicate representative cis-regulatory motifs (E2F, IRF1) and chromosomal bands (6p21). E2F- and IRF1-binding motifs are shown
using standard position-weight matrix terminology.
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Age at diagnosis
GCs from patients younger than 65 years of age exhibited higher
stromal and immune response super-module expression (stromal:
p<1.00×10−323; immune response: p=6.69×10−3), while GCs
from patients older than 65 years of age exhibited higher cell
cycle (p=1.47×10−7), mitochondrial (p=4.99×10−3) and ribo-
somal (p=0.028) super-module expression.

Gender
GCs from male patients were associated with higher cell cycle
(p<1.00×10−323) and proteasomal (p=9.1×10−4) super-
module expression, while GCs from female patients were asso-
ciated with higher stromal super-module expression
(p<1.00×10−323).

Disease stage (UICC (Union for International Cancer Control)/
AJCC (American Joint Committee on Cancer) 6th edition)
Early-stage (stages I and II) GCs were associated with higher cell
cycle (p=4.32×10−9), mitochondrial (p=7.68×10−9), riboso-
mal (p=5.87×10−3) and proteasomal (p=0.035) super-module
expression, while late-stage (stages III and IV) GCs were asso-
ciated with higher stromal super-module expression (p<1.00
×10−323).

Histopathological subtype
Intestinal-type GCs exhibited higher cell cycle (p<1.00
×10−323), proteasomal (p=4.95×10−14), digestive function
(p=6.97×10−13), mitochondrial (p=3.0×10−3) and immune
response super-module expression (p=3.45×10−3), while

Figure 2 Patterns of module expression are associated with distinct clinicopathological characteristics and oncogenic pathways. (A) The lower
red-green heat map represents different patterns of module expression in the combined validation series SG-3/AU-2/YGC dataset (349 samples)
ordered by hierarchical clustering. Red represents modules that are highly expressed, while green represents modules expressed at low levels.
Coloured bars above the heat map represent clinicopathological characteristics (age, gender, Laurén classification, grade of differentiation, TNM
stage, gastric cancer or non-malignant gastric tissue) (colour legend on top right). (B) Oncogenic pathways associated with modules and
super-modules. Data originates from the 288 gastric cancers in the 349 combined validation series: SG-3 (n=153), AU-2 (n=70) and YGC (n=65).
(Left) E2F pathway activation was significantly correlated with cell-cycle super-module expression (correlation coefficient r=0.533, p<0.001). The y
axis represents levels of E2F pathway activation, while the x axis represents levels of cell-cycle super-module expression. Each data point represents
an independent validation sample. (Right) Tumour necrosis factor (TNF) pathway activation correlated with immune response super-module
expression (correlation coefficient r=0.510, p<0.001). The y axis represents levels of TNF pathway activation, while the x axis represents levels of
immune response super-module expression.
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diffuse-type GCs were associated with higher stoma super-
module expression (p<1.00×10−323).

Grade of differentiation
Well and moderately differentiated, low-grade GCs exhibited
higher cell cycle (p<1.00×10−323), digestive function
(p<1.00×10−323), mitochondrial (p=2.93×0−9) and proteaso-
mal (p=5.49×10−7) super-module expression, while poorly dif-
ferentiated and undifferentiated, high-grade GCs were associated
with higher stromal (p<1.00×10−323) and immune response
(p=1.08×10−5) super-module expression. We also considered
the current WHO guideline that differentiation should only be
graded in intestinal-type GCs.27 When our analysis was restricted
to intestinal-type GCs, low-grade GCs exhibited higher digestive
function (p=5.10×10−7) and mitochondrial (p=0.002) super-
module expression, while high-grade GCs were associated with
higher immune response (p=1.20×10−15) and stromal
(p=0.027) super-module expression.

Supporting the robustness of the above associations, similar
trends were also observed for the vast majority of these relation-
ships (61 of 69) when the three independent validation datasets
(SG-3, AU-2 and YGC) were analysed individually. Only eight
relationships showed an opposite trend in the individual sets
compared with the combined 349-sample set, and of these
eight, only one was significant (Laurén classification and cell-
cycle module expression in YGC cohort, p value<0.05, supple-
mental table 7).

GC expression modules are associated with distinct
oncogenic pathways
Besides investigating the association with clinicopathological
characteristics, we also sought to link the expression of the 178
modules to molecular signalling pathways known to be activated
or deregulated in malignant tumours. Using a previously
described pathway mapping approach, we mapped specific gene
expression signatures (‘pathway signatures’) representing 21
oncogenic and tumour suppressor pathways previously impli-
cated in gastric carcinogenesis (p53, EGFR, TGF-β, STAT3,
VEGF, CEBP, AKT, BRCA1, HER2, SRC, E2F, TNF, MYC,
WNT, NF-kB, PI3K, PPARG, p63, RAS, CD31 and HSP9028–
30) onto the combined validation series. We then identified spe-
cific GC modules whose expression was significantly correlated
to the expression of the pathway signatures (online supplemen-
tal tables 8 and 9).

E2F is a transcriptional regulator of cell-cycle genes.31 We
found that GCs expressing high levels of E2F pathway activation
also expressed 32 distinct cell-cycle-related modules (r=0.533,
p<0.001; figure 2B, left panel). Supporting E2F as a transcrip-
tional regulator of these modules, a promoter analysis of genes
in these cell-cycle-related modules revealed that they were
significantly enriched in E2F binding motifs (p=2.41×10−7;
figure 3A).

GCs exhibiting high levels of Tumour Necrosis Factor (TNF)
and Nuclear Factor Kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B
cells (NF-kB) pathway activation also expressed multiple

Figure 3 Oncogenic pathways and module expression. (A) Transcription factor-binding motifs in super-modules. Network diagrams depict the cell
cycle and immune super-modules. Blue and red points represent distinct modules within the larger super-module. E2F consensus binding sites were
significantly enriched in genes of the cell cycle super-module (p=2.41×10−7), while IRF1 consensus binding sites were significantly enriched in
genes of the immune super-module (p=2.72×10−5). Position-weight matrix depictions of E2F1- and IRF1-binding motifs are shown. (B) Correlation
of TGF-β pathway with stromal super-module expression in the 288 GCs (correlation coefficient r=0.708, p<1.0×10−323). The y axis represents levels
of TGF-β pathway activation, while the x axis represents levels of stromal super-module expression. Each point depicts an independent sample. (C)
Enrichment of serum response factor transcription factor-binding motifs in the stromal super-module (p=2.31×10−16). Green, pink and red points in
the network diagram represent distinct modules within the super-module.
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modules related to immune function (r=0.510, p<0.001; figure
2B, right panel). A promoter analysis of genes from the immune
modules revealed that they were characterised by an enrichment
of NF-kB target genes (p=1.51×10−6, hypergeometric test) and
genes with interferon regulatory factor 1 (IRF1)-binding motifs
(p=2.72×10−5; figure 3A). IRF1 has been described as a major
downstream target of both TNF and NF-kB signalling.32

Expression of the stromal super-module was associated with ele-
vated levels of TGF-β pathway activation in both, the combined
validation series and the individual datasets (r=0.708,
p<1.0×10−323; figure 3B and online supplemental figure 4).
Moreover, expression of the TGF-β ligands TGF-β3 and TGF-β1,
and also the TGF-β receptors TGF-βR1, TGF-βR2 and TGF-βR3
was consistently higher in GCs with high stromal super-module
expression (all p values <0.001; online supplemental table 10). A
promoter analysis of genes in the stromal super-module revealed
that they were significantly enriched in genes with serum response
factor-binding motifs (p=2.31×10−16; figure 3C), a transcription
factor known to be activated by TGF-β signalling.33–35 These
results suggest that TGF-β signalling may regulate the expression
of the stromal super-module in GC.

Similar to the clinicopathological characteristics, associations
between the expression modules and oncogenic pathways
observed in the combined validation series were largely preserved
when the three independent validation datasets (SG-3, AU-2 and
YGC) were analysed individually (online supplemental table 9).

Expression of the stromal super-module in GCs predicts
overall survival
Surveying the different expression modules, we identified a sig-
nificant relationship between the expression level of the stromal

super-module in GC and patient survival. Specifically, in the
combined validation dataset, univariate Cox regression analysis
treating stromal super-module expression as a continuous vari-
able in the model revealed that GCs with a high level of stromal
super-module expression were associated with significantly
poorer overall survival (p=0.025; HR 1.007, 95% CI 1.001 to
1.013; table 2). Similar results were observed in a Kaplan–
Meier survival analysis, comparing the 1/3 of patients with high
stromal super-module expression with the 1/3 of patients with
low stromal super-module expression (p=0.004, log-rank test;
figure 4). Adverse survival trends of patients with GCs exhibit-
ing high stromal super-module expression were also observed
when the individual datasets were analysed (p=0.043 (SG-3);
p=0.045 (YGC); p=0.23 (AU-2); online supplemental figure 5).
Further supporting the association between patient survival and
stromal super-module expression, a significant relationship with
patient survival was also observed in a fourth dataset (AMS,
n=34; comparing top vs bottom tertiles), which was used in the
initial construction of the coexpression data, and for which clin-
ical outcome data was available (p=0.018; online supplemental
figure 5).

To compare the prognostic significance of stromal super-
module expression with current gold standard clinicopathologi-
cal criteria of patient prognosis prediction, we performed multi-
variate Cox regression analysis incorporating stromal
super-module expression (continuous variable), age (<65 years
vs ≥65 years), gender, resection margin status (R0 vs R1),
morphology (intestinal-type vs diffuse-type vs mixed type, grade
of differentiation (well vs moderate vs poor) and pathological
tumour stage according to TNM classification (UICC/AJCC 6th
edition). In the combined validation series, the prognostic value

Table 2 Univariate and multivariate Cox regression analysis for stromal super-module expression and
clinicopathological characteristics in the combined validation series

Covariate

Univariate Multivariate

HR (95.0% CI) p Value HR (95.0% CI) p Value

Stromal module expression
Continuous variable 1.007 (1.001 to 1.013) 0.025 1.005 (0.999 to 1.012) 0.12

Age
<65 years 1 1
≥65 years 1.501 (1.072 to 2.103) 0.018 1.690 (1.169 to 2.442) 0.005

Gender
Female 1 1
Male 1.488 (1.035 to 2.141) 0.032 1.287 (0.858 to 1.931) 0.223

Morphology
Intestinal 1 – –

Diffuse 1.167 (0.819 to 1.661) 0.392 – –

Unclassifiable 1.002 (0.584 to 1.718) 0.995 – –

Resection margin status
R0 1 – –

R 1.511 (0.89 to 2.564) 0.126 – –

Grade of differentiation
G1 1 1
G2 4.242 (1.525 to 11.801) 0.006 2.926 (1.029 to 8.320) 0.044
G3 4.735 (1.731 to 12.949) 0.002 3.429 (1.229 to 9.569) 0.019

AJCC staging
Stage I 1 1
Stage II 2.346 (1.045 to 5.264) 0.039 1.924 (0.853 to 4.341) 0.115
Stage III 4.649 (2.308 to 9.366) <0.001 4.126 (2.023 to 8.415) <0.001
Stage IV 12.002 (5.801 to 24.833) <0.001 10.786 (5.035 to 23.106) <0.001
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of stromal super-module expression was related to disease stage
(p=0.12, HR: 1.005, 95% CI 0.999 to 1.012; table 2). A stage-
adjusted analysis revealed that the association between stromal
super-module expression and survival was primarily observed in
stages III and IV (ie, late stage) disease (p=0.024 for stages III
and IV compared with p=0.668 for stages I and II; online sup-
plemental table 11). Kaplan–Meier survival analysis restricted to
stage III GC patients showed that patients with GCs expressing
high levels of stromal super-module expression had a poorer
prognosis compared with patients with low stromal super-
module expression (p=0.039; online supplemental figure 6).

Besides survival, high expression of the stromal super-module
was significantly associated with diffuse-type morphology
(p<1.00×10−323; online supplemental table 6), a histological
subtype traditionally associated with clinically poor progno-
sis.36 37 In a subgroup analysis of diffuse-type GCs in the com-
bined validation set, we found that patients with diffuse-type
and high stromal super-module expressing GCs exhibited a sig-
nificantly poorer survival compared with patients with diffuse-
type and low stromal super-module expressing GCs (p=0.015;
figure 4B). This result suggests that additional information
beyond histological classification may be revealed by measuring
stromal super-module expression, supporting recent reports
describing distinct subtypes of diffuse-type GC.38

To validate our results using a non-array technology, we per-
formed immunohistochemistry on GC full sections for two pro-
teins, vimentin (VIM) and caldesmon (CALDESM), whose
mRNA expression was highly correlated with stromal super-
module expression (see Methods for selection criteria). In the
LS-1 dataset, VIM protein expression exhibited a trend towards
association with stromal super-module expression (r=0.34,
p=0.08). Similarly, CALDESM protein expression tended to be
positively associated with stromal super-module expression
(r=0.22, p=0.26; online supplemental figure 7). We think it
not surprising that there is only a trend and no significant cor-
relation between the IHC results and the stromal super-module
expression, as the former is based on measurements of a single

biomarker (eg, VIM or CALDESM protein), while the latter is
based upon the coordinated expression levels of 878 genes,
which is likely to be more robust.

Stromal super-module expression is related to the
intratumoural stroma proportion
We hypothesised that GC stromal super-module expression
levels might be correlated with specific histopathological fea-
tures observable in routine haematoxylin & eosin
(H&E)-stained sections of GCs. To explore this possibility, we
analysed two GC datasets, representing cases for which we were
able to obtain full H&E sections of sufficient quality for histo-
logical analysis, and corresponding gene expression data. These
included (1) 156 GCs comprising 119 SG-3 GCs, and an add-
itional 37 GCs that were subsequently recruited in the course of
this study (‘Expanded SG-3’) and (2) all 29 GCs in the LS-1
dataset. Genomic and histological analysis confirmed that the
GCs exhibited highly variable stromal super-module expression
across individual GCs (figure 5A for LS-1). A representative
H&E-stained section was selected from each case and scanned
using an Aperio scanner. To quantify the proportions of the dif-
ferent components within the cancer (eg, cancer cells, stroma
including fibroblasts and extracellular matrix, tumour lumen,
necrosis, vessels, inflammatory cells), we used a computerised
morphometric method (point counting, see online supplemental
methods), previously applied to colon cancer39 and formally
described by Weibel.40 The set of investigated GCs exhibited
diverse histopathological phenotypes with respect to tumour
cell density, intra-tumoural stroma, vascularity and immune cell
infiltrates (figure 5B and C). We detected a significant positive
correlation between the expression of the stromal super-module
and the morphometrically quantified proportion of intra-
tumoural stroma in both, the expanded SG-3 and LS-1 datasets
(SG-3: median ITS: 60%, range: 15–99%, correlation coeffi-
cient r=0.327, p=3.14×10−5, figure 5D; LS-1: 29 GCs,
median ITS: 47%, range: 3–88%; correlation coefficient
r=0.426, p=0.021; online supplemental figure 8). The

Figure 4 Stromal super-module expression predicts patient survival in the cancers from the combined validation dataset, and in patients with
diffuse-type gastric cancer (GC). (A) Expression of the stromal super-module predicts all GC patient survivals in the combined validation dataset. All
GC patients were divided into three equally sized groups based on the level of stromal super-module expression: high stroma (top 1/3), moderate
stroma (middle 1/3), and low stroma (bottom 1/3). Kaplan–Meier analysis was used to compare overall survival probability from the time of surgery
of patients with either high stroma (top 1/3) or low stroma (bottom 1/3) GC. GC patients with high levels of stromal super-module expression had a
poorer prognosis (p=0.004, log-rank test). (B) Stromal super-module expression levels predict patient survival in patients with diffuse-type GC. One
hundred and eighteen patients with diffuse-type GC (combined SG-3/AU-2/YGC data) were divided into three equally sized groups based on levels of
stromal super-module expression: high stroma (top 1/3), moderate stroma (middle 1/3), and low stroma (bottom 1/3). Kaplan–Meier survival analysis
demonstrates that patients with diffuse-type GC and high levels of stromal super-module expression (top 1/3, n=40) had poorer survival than
patients with diffuse-type GC and low levels of stromal super-module expression (bottom 1/3, n=40) (p=0.015, log-rank test).
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association between stromal super-module expression and ITS
proportion remained significant after correcting for stage, age,
gender, Laurén classification and grade (expanded SG-3:
p=0.002; LS-1: p=0.024; partial correlation analysis41). This
result suggests that the expression level of the stromal super-
module in GCs may be directly related to the proportion of ITS
measured in H&E-stained tissue sections.

To further investigate the stromal super-module expression/
ITS proportion association, we tested whether the ITS propor-
tion directly measured from H&E-stained tissue samples, might
predict GC patient survival. Applying the same computerised
point counting method, we analysed another independent series
of 131 GC patients from which TMAs had been constructed
(LS-2, see Methods, online supplemental table 2 provides the

clinicopathological characteristics of the TMA cohort). A high
ITS proportion was more commonly seen in diffuse-type GC
than intestinal-type GC (median ITS diffuse-type GC: 64%,
range: 17–95%; median ITS intestinal-type GC: 47%, range:
11–92%; p=0.005; Student’s t test), in late-stage GCs than
early-stage GCs (median ITS late-stage GCs: 62%, range: 11–
95%; median ITS early-stage GCs: 47%, range: 13–92%;
p=0.01), and in high-grade GCs than low-grade GCs (median
ITS high-grade GCs: 57%, range: 13–95%; median ITS low-
grade GCs: 47%, range: 11–82%; p=0.007). Similar to the
genomic results, a Kaplan-Meier survival analysis comparing the
one third of patients with high ITS GCs with one third of
patients with low ITS GCs revealed that patients with high ITS
GC had a significantly poorer prognosis (p=0.006, log-rank

Figure 5 Association of intra-tumoural stroma (ITS) proportion with stromal super-module expression and patient survival. (A) Stromal
super-module expression of gastric cancers (GCs) in the LS-1 dataset (n=29). Columns represent individual GCs, rows represent individual stromal
modules. Red, high stromal super-module expression, green, low stromal super-module expression. The orange arrows at the extreme left and right
represent GCs selected for figure 5B and C. (B) and (C) Representative H&E-stained sections of GCs (top panel) illustrating prominent differences in
ITS between a GC with high stromal super-module expression (B) and a GC with low stromal super-module expression (C). Consecutive sections
from the same blocks subjected to cytokeratin (CK) immunohistochemistry to facilitate visualisation of GC tumour cells (brown). The intra-tumoural
stroma was CK negative (blue due to the haematoxylin counterstain). (D) Association of stromal super-module expression with the ITS proportion in
the expanded SG-3 dataset. The y axis represents the normalised ITS proportion measured by morphometry (see Methods). The x axis represents the
expression level of the stromal super-module. Each point represents an individual GC. A significant positive correlation was observed (correlation
coefficient r=0.327, p=3.14×10−5). (E) 131 GCs from LS-2 were divided into three equal-sized groups based on the levels of ITS, for example GCs
with high, moderate or low ITS proportion. Kaplan–Meier analysis demonstrates that patients with GCs exhibiting a high ITS proportion (blue line)
have poorer cancer-specific survival compared to patients with low ITS proportion GCs (green line, p=0.006, log-rank test).
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test; figure 5E). A trend towards worsened survival was also
seen in ITS high diffuse-type GCs (p=0.29, log-rank test).
However, in multivariate analysis, including ITS proportion
(continuous variable), age (<65 years vs ≥65 years), gender
(male vs female), morphology (intestinal-type vs diffuse-type vs
mixed type), grade of differentiation (well vs moderate vs poor)
and pathological tumour stage according to TNM classification
(UICC/AJCC 6th edition) in the Cox regression model, ITS pro-
portion was not an independent predictor of patient survival
(p=0.682; online supplemental table 12).

Similar to the LS-2 dataset, in the expanded SG-3 dataset, a
high ITS proportion was more commonly seen in diffuse-type
GCs than intestinal-type GC (median ITS diffuse-type GC:
67%, range: 15–96%; median ITS intestinal-type GC: 53%,
range: 18–92%; p=9.204×10−5), in high-grade GCs than low-
grade GCs (median ITS high grade GCs: 64%, range: 15–96%;
median ITS low-grade GCs: 55%, range: 20–92%; p=0.044),
and tended to be more common in late-stage GCs than early-
stage GCs (median ITS late-stage GCs: 63%, range: 18–95%;
median ITS early-stage GCs: 53%, range: 15–96%; p=0.076).
Most importantly, when divided into three equal-sized groups
based on their ITS proportions, SG-3 patients with high ITS
GCs also exhibited a poorer overall survival compared with
patients with low ITS GCs (p=0.047; online supplemental
figure 9). The similarity of these relationships between clinico-
pathological data, patient survival and morphometry results
compared with the genomic analysis results, both derived from
entirely independent GC datasets, supports the potential exist-
ence of a biological relationship between the level of stromal
super-module expression and the ITS proportion in GCs.

DISCUSSION
This study reports the largest genomic meta-analysis of GC to
date exceeding previous studies by more than double the total
number of patients.22 Compared with previous GC gene expres-
sion studies from single centres,15–20 our meta-analysis of mul-
tiple expression datasets provided increased statistical power
enabling us to identify significant gene-gene relationships which
would most likely be less evident in smaller datasets.22 For
example, demonstrating the increased sensitivity of the current
study, we were able to detect the expression of several modules
related to mitochondrial and proteosomal function, which were
not evident in our own previous analyses of smaller subsets of
the same data.15–20 Previous studies based on data from a single
microarray platform may also suffer from biases due to
platform-specific artifacts.42 In contrast, our meta-analysis
approach combined data from multiple independent patient
populations and different microarray platforms, maximising the
probability that identified relationships are biologically relevant.

Our analysis indicates that the GC coexpression network
exhibits a ‘scale-free’ topological organisation where the vast
majority of genes are connected to a small number of other
genes (‘edges’), and only a few genes (‘hubs’) are highly con-
nected to many other genes.43–45 A survey of the top ‘hub’
genes revealed involvement in normal gastric physiology (PGC,
LIPF), cell adhesion (NCAM1, LGALS4, MGP), gene transcrip-
tion (ILF2, H2AFZ), and signalling (PPP2R3A, PPTRC) (online
supplemental table 5). It is possible that these ’hub’ genes may
function as important control nodes in the GC gene coexpres-
sion networks, however, without direct functional data the func-
tional significance of the ’hub’ genes in the GC coexpression
network remains to be elucidated. In addition to hub genes, our
analysis revealed the existence of 178 expression modules asso-
ciated with diverse cellular functions ranging from cell

proliferation and immunity to mitochondrial and stromal func-
tion. Some of the identified expression modules may highlight
therapeutic opportunities. For example, we observed high
expression of modules related to proteasomal function in a
subset of GCs. Bortezomib, a clinically approved proteasome
inhibitor, has recently shown pre-clinical efficacy in GC cells.46

It may be interesting to investigate if GCs expressing high levels
of the proteasomal modules exhibit heightened sensitivity to
bortezomib or other related proteasomal inhibitor compounds.
We also identified relationships between modules, for example,
GCs with high expression of cell proliferation modules tended
to coexpress modules related to digestive function, while GCs
with high expression of the stromal super-module exhibited low
levels of proliferation and digestive module expression. The
mutual exclusivity of the expression of the stroma and prolifer-
ation modules observed in this study is consistent with recent
studies demonstrating that cancer cells can exist in either a pro-
liferative or invasive state, but usually cannot proliferate and
invade at the same time.47–49

We found that the expression level of a TGF-β associated
super-module of stroma-related genes consistently predicted
clinical outcome in multiple independent GC datasets.
Expression of the stromal super-module was also related to the
ITS proportion, a specific morphological GC phenotype and
diffuse-type histology. These genomic and morphometric results
are of clinical relevance, as they suggest that the prognosis of
GC patients may be influenced by cancer cells and by other cell
types residing in the tumour stroma. Our results also provide a
molecular basis that may explain, at least in part, the poor prog-
nosis of diffuse-type GC patients. First, the negative correlation
between stroma and cell proliferation may contribute to the
poor response of diffuse-type GCs to cytotoxic chemotherapy,
which targets actively dividing cells. Second, a high ITS propor-
tion may directly inhibit the effects of current therapies by redu-
cing both drug delivery to tumour cells50 51 and protecting cells
against chemotherapy-induced apoptosis.52 Third, recent func-
tional studies have indicated that the tumour stroma may play a
vital role in the differentiation, proliferation and migration of
tumour cells,53 and the tumor stroma may contribute to aggres-
sive disease by providing a favourable mechano-environmental
scaffold necessary for tumour progression.54 These findings are
supported by studies in different cancer types including
oesophageal,55 colorectal,39 56 prostate,57 pancreatic,58 breast
and liver cancers,59 which showed that the tumour microenvir-
onment and stroma may play significant roles in patient progno-
sis and chemosensitivity.60–63 However, to our knowledge, our
report is the first to demonstrate a prognostic role of the
tumour stroma in GC, highlighting the potential role of the ITS
proportion as a predictive biomarker to identify subgroups of
patients with GCs that might respond to therapies directed
towards the tumour stroma.

Given the association between stromal super-module expres-
sion levels and GC patient survival, and the current limited
impart of targeted agents (trastuzumab, lapatinib) in diffuse-type
GCs, we were interested in identifying the molecular pathways
potentially influencing intra-tumoural stroma growth. By correl-
ating the expression levels of the stromal super-module to the
activity of different oncogenic-signalling pathways, our analysis
strongly implicates the TGF-β signalling pathway as a key regu-
lator of the intra-tumoural stroma. Although the TGF-β
pathway has been historically viewed as a tumour-suppressive
pathway where tumour cells often exhibit mutational or epigen-
etic inactivation of TGF-β pathway components, such as
TGFβRI, TGFβRII and SMAD4,64 recently published work
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suggests that TGF-β signalling in tumours is more complex and
may stimulate a pro-tumourigenic stromal environment.65 For
example, TGF-β ligands secreted by cancer cells have been
shown to alter the function of healthy fibroblasts within the
tumour stroma, leading to a myofibroblast-like phenotype sup-
porting tumour growth, vascularisation and metastasis.66 67

Notably, the TGF-β pathway has been identified as a target for
therapeutic intervention using endogenous proteins, such as
soluble betaglycan or decorin, or artificial agents, such as anti-
sense oligonucleotides, antibodies or small-drug molecules.64

Given the dearth of therapeutic options for GC patients at
present, it will be important to assess if targeting TGF-β might
prove an effective strategy for perturbing the GC tumour
stroma and improving patient outcomes.

In summary, this is the first comprehensive genomic
meta-analysis of GC transcriptome data, generating a robust
inventory of multiple gene-expression modules present in GCs.
Our analysis revealed that the level of stromal super-module
expression in GCs may serve as a novel prognostic factor in GC,
and that this pathway is likely to involve TGF-β signalling.
Admittedly, the association between patient survival and stromal
gene expression/ITS proportion, while statistically significant, is
relatively weak with regard to effect size. As such, it remains
currently uncertain whether measuring the ITS proportion will
prove to be a useful clinical tool for predicting GC patient prog-
nosis, above and beyond the accepted standard of TNM tumour
staging. To definitively address this question, future research
goals will involve measuring the ITS proportion in patient mate-
rials from large prospective multicentre randomised controlled
trial populations, where potential biases, due to disease stage,
patient-related factors, treatment, pathology reporting and tissue
collection are minimised. Finally, very few of our patients
received chemotherapy prior to surgery, and hence, our results
cannot address the prognostic value of the ITS proprotion after
neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Given the increasing use of neoadju-
vant chemotherapy in GC patients in the West,68 69 it will be
intriguing to evaluate the impact of neo-adjuvant chemotherapy
on ITS at the histological and molecular level.
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Supplemental Figure 1  

 

 
 

Supplemental Figure 1. Numbers of genes in modules.  

Shown are the numbers of genes associated with different modules. All 178 modules were considered. 

The average number of modules associated with any given gene was 4.17.  
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Supplemental Figure 2  

 
 

Supplemental Figure 2. Topological properties of the gastric coexpression network. 

The three panels (left, middle, right) represent the gastric coexpression network visualized at different 

levels. The top three network diagrams depict the distinct network organization being analyzed. (left, 

top) A network diagram of all genes and edges in the coexpression network. Pink circles represent gene 

nodes connected by edges (blue lines), and sizes of the pink circles reflect the number of edges 

connected to the node.  (middle, top) A network diagram of all modules in the coexpression network. 

Red diamonds depict individual modules and grey lines represent module edges linking modules 

exhibiting significant degrees of similarity (minimum p < 10
-5

, hypergeometric test). Sizes of diamonds 

reflect the number of edges linked to each module.  (right, top) A network diagram of genes found in a 

single module. The color code is the same as used for the left network diagram. The bottom graphs show 

the relationships between the network nodes and the number of edges associated with each node. The y - 

axis represents the number of nodes (y - axis, log scale) while the x - axis represents the ‘node degree’ 

which is the number of edges linked to each node (x - axis, log scale).  In each of the three networks, the 
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distribution of node-edge connections was found to obey a power-law relationship.  Here, p < 0.001 

indicates that the actual r
2
 correlation exceeds the maximal r

2
 value when the x - axis values were 

randomly permuted 1000 times.   
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Supplemental Figure 3 

 

 
 

 

Supplemental Figure 3. Patterns of module expression associated with distinct molecular and 

histopathological features in three validation datasets (SG-3, AU-2 and YGC).  

Heat maps showing different combinations of module expression in three independent validation 

datasets:  (A) SG-3 (153 GCs and 38 non-malignant gastric tissues), (B) AU-2 (70 GCs and 9 non-

malignant gastric tissues), (C) YGC (65 GCs and 14 non-malignant gastric tissues). Within each heat 

map, columns represent individual samples, and rows represent expression levels of the individual 

modules. Red represents modules that are highly expressed, while green represents modules expressed at 

low levels. The vertical color bar to the right of the heat maps represents the super-modules (see color 

code). Colored bars above the heat map represent different clinicopathological features (age (< or ≥65 
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years), gender, Laurén classification, grade of differentiation, stage and tissue type (cancer or non-

malignant) (color legend on top right). 
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Supplemental Figure 4  
 

 
 

Supplemental Figure 4. Relationship between stromal super-module expression and TGF-β 

signaling in three validation datasets (SG-3, AU-2 and YGC).  

The y - axis represents levels of TGF- pathway activation, while the x - axis represents levels of 

stromal super-module expression. Each point depicts an independent cancer sample. 

(A) SG-3 (n = 153 GCs). The correlation coefficient between TGF- pathway activation and stromal 

super-module expression was r = 0.794, p < 1.0 x 10
-323

. (B) YGC (n = 65 GCs). The correlation 

coefficient between TGF- pathway activation and stromal super-module expression was r = 0.681, p = 
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4.22 x 10
-10

. (C) AU-2 (n = 70 GCs). The correlation coefficient between TGF- pathway activation and 

stromal super-module expression was r = 0.542, p = 1.28 x 10
-6

. 
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Supplemental Figure 5 

 

 

 

Supplemental Figure 5. Expression of the stromal super-module predicts patient prognosis in four 

validation datasets (AMS, SG-3, AU-2, YGC).  

(A) Survival analysis using the AMS dataset (34 GC). Kaplan-Meier survival analysis demonstrated that 

patients with GC exhibiting high levels of stromal super-module expression had poorer survival than 

patients with GC exhibiting low levels of stromal super-module expression (p = 0.018). (B) Survival 

analysis of the SG-3 dataset (153 GCs). Kaplan-Meier survival analysis demonstrates that patients with 

GC exhibiting high levels of stromal super-module expression have poorer survival than patients with 
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GC exhibiting low levels of stromal super-module expression (p = 0.043). (C) Survival analysis using 

the YGC dataset (65 GC). Kaplan-Meier survival analysis demonstrates that patients with GCs 

exhibiting high stromal super-module expression had poorer survival than patients with GC exhibiting 

low levels of stromal super-module expression (p = 0.045). (D) Survival analysis using the AU-2 dataset 

(70 GC). Kaplan-Meier survival analysis demonstrated that patients with GC exhibiting high levels of 

stromal super-module expression had poorer survival than patients with GC exhibiting low levels of 

stromal super-module expression (p = 0.234). 
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Supplemental Figure 6 

 

 
 

 

Supplemental Figure 6. Stromal super-module expression predicts Stage III patient prognosis in 

the combined validation dataset. 

Stage III patients were divided into three equally sized groups based on levels of stromal super-module 

expression – high stroma (top 1/3), moderate stroma (middle 1/3), and low stroma (bottom 1/3). Kaplan-

Meier analysis was used to compare overall survival probability from the time of surgery of patients 

with either high stroma (top 1/3) or low stroma (bottom 1/3) GC. Stage III GC patients with high stroma 

GC had a poorer prognosis (p = 0.039).   
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Supplemental Figure 7  

 

 
 

Supplemental Figure 7. Caldesmon and vimentin expression in GC  

Full sections of 29 GCs were subjected to immunohistochemistry (chromogen: DAB, counterstain: 

haematoxylin; 20x magnification used in all images). Caldesmon positivity in the stroma is a rare in GC. 

(A) Relative large amount of caldesmon positive stroma between tumour glands. (B) Very small amount 

of caldesmon positive stroma (see arrows). Vimentin positive stroma is much more abundant in GC 

compared to caldesmon. (C) Tumour glands are separated from each other by large amount of vimentin 

positive stroma. (D) Tumour glands are separated from each other by small amounts of vimentin 

positive stroma.   
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Supplemental Figure 8 

 

 
 

Supplemental Figure 8. Association of stromal super-module expression with the ITS proportion 

in the LS-1 dataset. 

The y - axis represents the normalized ITS proportion measured by morphometry (see Methods). The x - 

axis represents the expression level of the stromal super-module. Each point represents an individual 

GC. A significant positive correlation was observed (correlation coefficient r = 0.426, p = 0.021).  
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Supplemental Figure 9  

 

 
 

 

Supplemental Figure 9. The ITS proportion predicts patient prognosis (SG-3 dataset) 

156 GCs in SG-3 dataset were divided into three equal sized groups based on the levels of ITS – GCs 

with high ITS proportion, GCs with moderate ITS proportion, and GCs with low ITS proportion.  

Kaplan-Meier analysis demonstrates that patients with GCs exhibiting a high ITS proportion (blue line) 

have poorer cancer specific survival compared to patients with low ITS proportion GCs (green line, p = 

0.047).   
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Supplemental Figure 10 

 

 

Supplemental Figure 10. Schematic of GC network construction.  

Microarray data from nine GC datasets (AU-1 to SD) were individually mapped to a common Unigene 

platform (G, UniGene Cluster Annotation ID Build No. 194, Released 2006-08-02). Pearson’s 

correlation coefficients were calculated for every gene-gene pair to construct correlation matrices (CC), 

which were subsequently converted to a ranked matrix (R). Rank-statistics were used to evaluate the 

consistency of ranks for each gene pair creating a G x G interaction matrix. On the basis of their FDR 

(False Discovery Rate) values, an LLR (Log-Likelihood Ratio) cut-off was used to identify significant 

interactions. An in-depth description of the network construction method is presented in Aggarwal et al., 

2006. 
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Supplemental Figure 11 

 

Supplemental Figure 11. Rate of discovery of novel edges with additional data combinations. 

The red line represents the non-cumulative number of edges found in each independent dataset 

combination (
9
C9 to 

9
C6). The blue line represents the cumulative increase in new edges. The rate of 

discovery of new edges gradually decreases from 
9
C9 to 

9
C6.  
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Supplemental Figure 12 

 

 
 

Supplemental Figure 12. Co-expression modules in the Core and Expanded GC Networks  

The white-blue heat map presents overlaps in gene composition overlap between a) the 666-gene core 

network (55 modules) and b) the 3177-gene expanded network (178 modules, taken from Figure 1B in 

the Main Text). Darker blue regions represent modules with significant gene overlap. The white-blue 

scale bar indicates p-values for the module overlap (hypergeometric test). The multicolored vertical 

color bar to the right of the white-blue heat map represents groups of modules exhibiting significant 

overlap in gene content (super-modules, see color code at bottom right). Modules such as the digestive 

module and the proteosomal module are not observed in the 666-gene core network, but are evident in 

the expanded network.  
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Supplemental Table 1. List of GC datasets used in this study. 

Dataset Research Center  Platform #Features #Sample 
#Non-malignant 

(matched to GC)  
#Tumor 

Unique 

Unigenes  

Pubmed  

ID/Source 

AU-1 

Peter MacCullum,  

Cancer Center, 

Australia 

Custom 

cDNA  
10.5k 124 

59(100%) 

65 6404 
12750281 

(GSE2669) Normal(11), 

CG(26), IM(22) 

HK 
Queen Mary 

Hospital, Hong Kong  
Custom 

cDNA  
44.5k 90 0(0%) 90 20758 

12925757 

(GSE2680) 

JP 
RCAST, University 

of Tokyo, Japan  
Affymetrix 

HU6800 
6.8k 30 8(100%) 22 5368 

11782383 

(GSE2685) 

SG-1 
National Cancer 

Centre, Singapore 
Custom 

cDNA  
13k , 18k 58 3(100%) 55 9838 

12810664 

(GSE2637) 

SG-2 
National Cancer 

Centre, Singapore  
Affymetrix 

U133A 
22K 86 3(100%) 83 10813 

Unpublished 

(GSE37023) 

LS-1 

Leeds Institute for 

Molecular Medicine, St 

James’s University 

Hospital, Leeds, United 

Kingdom 

Affymetrix 

U133 set 
45K 65 36(100%) 29 20695 

Unpublished 

(GSE37023) 

 

AMS 

VU University Medical 

Centre, Amsterdam, The 

Netherlands 
Custom 

cDNA  
30K 34 0(0%) 34 21503 

Unpublished 

(GSE37023) 

 

KA-1 

Human Genomics 

Laboratory, Genome 

Research Center, Korea 

Research Institute of 

Bioscience and 

Biotechnology, Daejeon 

305-806, Korea. 

Custom 

cDNA  
14K 50 0(0%) 50 7924 

17978572 

(GSE3438) 

SD 

Departments of Health 

Research and Policy, 

Stanford University, 

Stanford, CA; USA 

Custom 

cDNA  
43K 54 54(0%) 0 19721 

16492915 

(http://smd.stanford.edu/cgi-

bin/publication/viewPublicat

ion.pl?pub_no=516) 

Total 591 163(63.19%) 428 31096 
 

http://smd.stanford.edu/cgi-bin/publication/viewPublication.pl?pub_no=516
http://smd.stanford.edu/cgi-bin/publication/viewPublication.pl?pub_no=516
http://smd.stanford.edu/cgi-bin/publication/viewPublication.pl?pub_no=516
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Nine datasets of GC patients were analyzed by expression profiling at the Peter MacCullum Cancer Centre (Australia), Queen Mary 

Hospital, The University of Hong Kong (Hong Kong), RCAST University of Tokyo (Japan), National Cancer Centre (Singapore), 

Leeds Institute for Molecular Medicine, St James’s University Hospital (Leeds), VU University Medical Centre Amsterdam 

(Amsterdam), Human Genomics Laboratory, Genome Research Center, Korea Research Institute of Bioscience and Biotechnology 

(Korea), and Departments of Health Research and Policy, Stanford University (Stanford). Each dataset was preprocessed by the 

individual research centers, and normalized data deposited at a central server at Duke-NUS Graduate Medical School. Multiple probes 

mapping to same UniGene were averaged after a log2 transformation. GC = Gastric Cancer, CG = Chronic Gastritis, IM = Intestinal 

Metaplasia. See Aggarwal et al., 2006 for details.  
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Supplemental Table 2. Clinicopathological characteristics of the Gastric Cancer LS-2 dataset 

used for ITS measurements by point counting of H&E stained tissue microarray cores.  

 

   
Clinicopathological 

characteristics 

Category LS-2 

Age (years) median (range) 68 (24 to 86) 
   

  N (%) 

Gender 
Male 81 (62) 

Female 50 (38) 

UICC/AJCC Stage+ 

I 60 (46) 

II 29 (22) 

III 41 (32) 

unkown 1 

Laurén classification 

Intestinal 91 (69) 

Diffuse 30 (23) 

Mixed 10 (8) 

Grade of 

Differentiation+ 

Well 17 (13) 

Moderate 45 (35) 

Poor 68 (52) 

Unkown 1 
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Supplemental Table 3. Comparison of the current GC network to Aggarwal et al., 2006 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The total numbers of nodes and edges in the current GC network are listed at two levels of sensitivity 

(FDR < 0.001 or < 0.01) in the first two rows. In comparison to the original GC network reported in 

Aggarwal et al., 2006 (3
rd

 row), the current GC network had more than 10x the number of genes 

(nodes) and more than 100x the number of edges (eg 6359 vs. 588 for nodes and 95855 vs. 925 for 

edges) at similar levels of sensitivity (< 0.01 vs < 0.016). 558 (95%) of 588 genes originally identified 

in the 2006 GC network were also found in the current GC network (FDR < 0.01). 741 (80%) of 925 

edges in the 2006 GC network were also found in the current GC network (FDR < 0.01).    

Network Nodes Edges FDR 

GC 

Network 

(2012) 

3177 

14965 

<0.001 Positive Negative 

11447 3518 

GC 

Network 

(2012) 

6359 

95855 

<0.01 Positive Negative 

56037 39818 

GC 

Network 

(2006) 

588 925 <0.016 
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Supplemental Table 4. Molecular composition of module 4. Module 4 was enriched in genes related to chromosomal region 

chr19p13. 

Gene Name Gene Annotation 
Chromosomal 

Position Pathway TF binding site GO 

FARSLA 

Phenylalanine-tRNA 

synthetase-like, alpha 

subunit 

chr19p13 

SERUM FIBROBLAST CORE UP; 

BRCA1 OVEREXP DN; 

MYC ONCOGENIC SIGNATURE 

GGAANCGGAANY 

UNKNOWN 
 

DHPS 
Deoxyhypusine 

synthase 
chr19p13 

PROLIFERATION GENES; 

HEATSHOCK OLD UP; 

BRCA ER POS; 

 

RYTTCCTG V$ETS2_B 

POSITIVE REGULATION 

OF CELL PROLIFERATION; 

NITROGEN COMPOUND 

METABOLIC PROCESS; 

AMINO ACID AND 

DERIVATIVE METABOLIC 

PROCESS; 

RFXANK 

Regulatory factor X-

associated ankyrin-

containing protein 

chr19p12 

HSA04612 ANTIGEN PROCESSING 

AND PRESENTATION; 

FETAL LIVER ENRICHED 

TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS; 

CIS XPC DN 

RCGCANGCGY V$NRF1 

Q6; 

SCGGAAGY V$ELK1 02; 

TAATTA V$CHX10 01; 

 

PRSS15 Protease, serine, 15 chr19p13 

HUMAN MITODB 6 2002; 

MITOCHONDRIA; 

TPA SENS DN; 

CACGTG V$MYC Q2; 

V$ARNT 02 
 

COMMD4 
COMM domain 

containing 4 
chr15q24 

LEI MYB REGULATED GENES; 

MOREAUX TACI HI VS LOW DN 
GGGCGGR V$SP1 Q6 CYTOPLASM 

BANF1 

Barrier to 

autointegration factor 

1 

chr11q13 
NOUZOVA CPG H4 UP; 

RCC NL UP 

TGACAGNY V$MEIS1 01; 

SCGGAAGY V$ELK1 02; 

V$T3R Q6; 

RESPONSE TO VIRUS; 

MULTI ORGANISM 

PROCESS; 

RESPONSE TO BIOTIC 

STIMULUS; 

OTUB1 

OTU domain, 

ubiquitin aldehyde 

binding 1 

chr11q13 LEI MYB REGULATED GENES 

SCGGAAGY V$ELK1 02; 

GGGCGGR V$SP1 Q6; 

GGGAGGRR V$MAZ Q6; 

 

LSM7 

LSM7 homolog, U6 

small nuclear RNA 

associated (S. 

cerevisiae) 

chr19p13 

MRNA PROCESSING REACTOME; 

HEARTFAILURE ATRIA DN; 

BRCA ER NEG 

RYTGCNNRGNAAC 

V$MIF1 01;  

V$MIF1 01 

 

EIF3S4 

Eukaryotic translation 

initiation factor 3, 

subunit 4 delta, 44kDa 

chr19p13 

TRANSLATION FACTORS; 

MOREAUX TACI HI IN PPC UP; 

MOREAUX TACI HI VS LOW DN; 

  

RABGAP1L 

RAB GTPase 

activating protein 1-

like 

chr1q24 

FERNANDEZ MYC TARGETS; 

FALT BCLL DN; 

UVC TTD ALL DN; 
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Supplemental Document 1 provides all the member genes of the 178 modules and Supplemental Document 2 provides a 

comprehensive table of the 178 modules and their MSigDB assignments. 
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Supplemental Table 5. Top 20 hub genes in the current GC Network (FDR < 0.001) 

Gene Symbol Gene Title Degree* 

PGC Progastricsin (pepsinogen C) 117 

C9orf61 Chromosome 9 open reading frame 61 102 

ADH1C Alcohol dehydrogenase 1C (class I), gamma polypeptide 102 

DGKD Diacylglycerol kinase, delta 130kDa 101 

SULT1C1 Sulfotransferase family, cytosolic, 1C, member 1 100 

CTSE Cathepsin E 95 

LIPF Lipase, gastric 94 

NCAM1 Neural cell adhesion molecule 1 91 

LGALS4 Lectin, galactoside-binding, soluble, 4 (galectin 4) 90 

PCNA Proliferating cell nuclear antigen 87 

TUBB Tubulin, beta 87 

ILF2 Interleukin enhancer binding factor 2, 45kDa 86 

CCL19 Chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 19 86 

LGALS3 Lectin, galactoside-binding, soluble, 3 (galectin 3) 86 

C1QB Complement component 1, q subcomponent, B chain 83 

MGP Matrix Gla protein 82 

UBE2C Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2C 81 

PPP2R3A Protein phosphatase 2 (formerly 2A), regulatory subunit B'', alpha 80 

H2AFZ H2A histone family, member Z 78 

PTPRC Protein tyrosine phosphatase, receptor type, C 75 

 

* the degree of a node gene in a GC network is the number of connections it has with other node genes  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Degree_(graph_theory)
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Supplemental Table 6. GC expression modules significantly associated with distinct clinicopathologic characteristics in the 

combined validation series. All p-values have been corrected for multiple hypotheses, p-value < 0.05.  

 

 Age Gender UICC/AJCC stage Laurén classification 
Grade of 

differentiation 

 <65 yr ≥65 yr Male Female Early stage Late stage Intestinal Diffuse Low grade High grade 

Cell cycle  1.47*10
-7

 <1.00*10
-323

  4.32*10
-9

  <1.00*10
-323

  <1.00*10
-323

  

ECM/Stromal <1.00*10
-323

   <1.00*10
-323

  <1.00*10
-323

  <1.00*10
-323

  <1.00*10
-323

 

Immune 
response 

6.69*10
-3

      3.45*10
-3

   1.08*10
-5

 

Digestion       6.97*10
-13

  <1.00*10
-323

  

Mitochondria  4.99*10
-3

   7.68*10
-9

  3.0*10
-3

  2.93*10
-9

  

Proteasome   9.1*10
-4

  0.035  4.95*10
-14

  5.49*10
-7

  

Ribosome  0.028   5.87*10
-3

      

 

Numbers in the boxes highlight those associations between levels of super-module expression and clinicopathologic characteristics 

found to be significant (corrected p < 0.05). See the Main Text for the directionalities of the associations.  
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Supplemental Table 7. GC expression modules associated with distinct clinicopathologic characteristics in individual 

validation datasets. All p-values have been corrected for multiple hypotheses, p-value < 0.05. 

 Age Gender UICC/AJCC stage Laurén Classification Grade of 
differentiation 

 <65 yr ≥65 yr Male Female Early stage Late stage Intestine Diffuse Low grade High grade 

Cell cycle  

2.26*10
-5

 
(YGC); 
0.025  
(AU-2) 

2.76*10
-9

 
(SG-3); 

2.61*10
-5

 
(YGC); 
0.001  
(AU-2) 

 

<1.00*10
-323 

(YGC); 
2.22*10

-7
 

(AU-2) 

 

<1.00*10
-323 

(SG-3); 
<1.00*10

-323 

(AU-2) 

1*10
-4

  
(YGC) 

<1.00*10
-323 

(SG-3); 
5.76*10

-7
 

(AU-2) 

 

ECM/Stromal 

<1.00*10
-323 

(YGC); 
6.79*10

-12
 

(SG-3); 
2.08*10

-10 

(AU-2)  

  

<1.00*10
-323 

(SG-3); 
0.007 
(YGC) 

 

<1.00*10
-323 

(YGC); 
2.16*10

-15
 

(SG-3); 
1.55*10

-7
 

(AU-2) 

0.211 
(YGC) 

<1.00*10
-323 

(SG-3); 
<1.00*10

-323 

(AU-2) 

 

<1.00*10
-323 

(SG-3); 
<1.00*10

-323 

(AU-2) 

Immune 
response 

9.07*10
-8

 
(AU-2) 

0.797 
(YGC) 

    
0.007 
(YGC) 

0.898 
(SG-3) 

 

2.20*10
-6

 
(AU-2); 

0.04 
(SG-3)  

Digestion       
1.43*10

-12
 

(SG-3) 
 

<1.00*10
-323 

(SG-3); 
0.026  
(AU-2) 

 

Mitochondria 

0.812 
(AU-2) 
0.251 
(YGC) 

0.048 
(SG-3) 

  

3.25*10
-9

 
(YGC); 
0.006 
(SG-3) 

 
3.67*10

-7
 

(SG-3) 
0.184 
(YGC) 

2.76*10
-9

 
(SG-3) 

 

Proteasome     
4.6*10

-4
 

(YGC) 
 

3.56*10
-13

 
(SG-3); 

2.49*10
-5

 
(AU-2) 

0.472 
(YGC) 

4.47*10
-5

 
(SG-3); 
0.042 
(AU-2) 

 

Ribosome           
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Numbers in the boxes those associations between levels of super-module expression and clinicopathologic characteristics found to be 

significant in the individual validation sets (corrected p < 0.05). Set names are, SG-3, AU-2, and YGC. Of the 69 associations found to 

be significant in the 349-combined validation set, 61 exhibited a similar trend in all individual datasets, and only 8 associations (bold 

type) exhibited an opposite trend in at least one individual dataset. Among these 8, only one value in (bold type and underlined; 

Lauren classification, YGC) exhibited a significant (p < 0.05) opposite trend to those observed in the 349-sample set.  
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Supplemental Table 8. GC expression modules were associated with distinct oncogenic pathways in the combined validation 

series. All p-values have been corrected for multiple hypotheses, p-value < 0.05. 

 

 CELL CYCLE 
EXTRACELLULAR 
MATRIX 

IMMUNE 
RESPONSE DIGESTION MITOCHONDRIA PROTEASOME RIBOSOME 

Myc <1.00*10
-323 

   7.49*10
-5

 1.23*10
-7

 <1.00*10
-323 

 2.64*10
-7

 

Ras 3.7 *10
-13

  8.41*10
-4

 <1.00*10
-323 

 0.004 3.49*10
-12

 0.005 

NF-kB 0.003  <1.00*10
-323 

   0.027  

TNF-a 4.44*10
-12

  <1.00*10
-323 

  0.002 6.48*10
-10

 9.97*10
-4

 

E2F <1.00*10
-323 

  1.40*10
-5

  0.001 8.16*10
-15

 1.84*10
-4

 

Wnt <1.00*10
-323

  1.24*10
-5

 0.005 4.31*10
-6

 4.66*10
-15

 1.24*10
-5

 

PI3K <1.00*10
-323 

  0.005 4.77*10
-4

 4.61*10
-12

 <1.00*10
-323

 3.25*10
-8

 

p63 4.66*10
-15

  0.007 1.70*10
-5

 9.19*10
-10

 2.5*10
-14

 3.78*10
-5

 

AKT 4.97*10
-12

   1.41*10
-6

 4.82*10
-11

 5.95*10
-13

 3.78*10
-5

 

CEBP-a   0.013     

STAT3  3.49*10
-5

      

VEGF 
 

<1.00*10
-323 

 
 

5.95*10
-13

     

TGF-b  <1.00*10
-323 

 3.04*10
-4

     

EGFR  6.53*10
-15

 0.01     

p53  <1.00*10
-323

 2.86*10
-12

     

BRCA1  9.25*10
-6

 1.56*10
-4

 2.00*10
-4

 0.010   

HER2    0.001    

CD31   1.22*10
-5

     

PPARG    1.79*10
-4

    

 

Numbers in the boxes represent associations between levels of super-module expression and the activity status of 19 oncogenic 

pathways, represented by gene expression signatures (first column), found to be significant (FDR < 0.05). Mapping of the oncogenic 

pathways was performed as previously reported in Ooi et al.,(2009).  
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Supplemental Table 9. GC expression modules associated with distinct oncogenic pathways in the 3 individual validation 

datasets. All p-values have been corrected for multiple hypotheses, p-value < 0.05.  

 CELL CYCLE 
EXTRACELLULAR 
MATRIX 

IMMUNE 
RESPONSE DIGESTION MITOCHONDRIA PROTEASOME RIBOSOME 

Myc <1.00*10
-323 

 
 (SG3); 
8.26*10

-7
 

(AU2); 
0.001 
(YGC) 

  4.35*10
-6

 
(SG3) 

8.86*10
-6

 
(SG3); 
0.017 
(AU2); 
0.038 
(YGC) 

<1.00*10
-323 

 
 (SG3); 
1.91*10

-6
 

(AU2); 
0.004 
(YGC) 

2.27*10
-4

 
(SG3); 
0.003 
(AU2); 
0.012 
(YGC) 

Ras 1.95*10
-15

 
(SG3); 
0.016 
(AU2) 

 6.02*10
-4

  
(SG3) 

2.72*10
-14

 
(SG3) 

0.021 
(SG3) 

5.62*10
-12

 
(SG3); 
0.006 
(AU2) 

 

NF-kB 0.003 
(SG3) 

 3.26*10
-15

 
(SG3); 
1.25*10

-7
 

 (YGC); 
1.97*10

-6
 

 (AU2) 

  0.012 
(SG3) 

 

TNF-a 2.22*10
-8

 
(SG3); 
3.91*10

-4
 

 (AU2); 
0.012 
 (YGC) 

0.028 
(SG3) 
 

1.19*10
-14

 
(SG3); 
1.41*10

-5
 

 (AU2); 
0.019 
 (YGC) 

 0.004 
(SG3) 

1.96*10
-7

 
(SG3); 
0.008 
 (AU2); 
0.021 
 (YGC) 

0.008 
(SG3) 

E2F <1.00*10
-323 

 
 (SG3); 
2.58*10

-6
 

 (AU2); 
6.15*10

-4
 

 (YGC) 

 6.48*10
-4

 
(SG3); 
0.010 
 (AU2); 

 0.008 
(SG3); 
0.041 
 (YGC); 

1.75*10
-11

 
 (SG3); 
0.001 
 (AU2); 
0.002 
 (YGC) 

0.010 
(SG3); 
0.021 
 (YGC); 

Wnt 2.33*10
-13

 
(SG3); 
2.5*10

-4
 

 2.62*10
-5

 
(SG3) 

1.41*10
-4

 
(SG3) 

1.85*10
-4

 
(SG3); 
0.006 

2.6*10
-11

 
(SG3); 
3.28*10

-4
 

7.71*10
-4

 
(YGC); 
0.006 
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 (AU2); 
0.003 
 (YGC) 

 (YGC); (AU2) 
0.004 
 (YGC); 

 (YGC); 

PI3K <1.00*10
-323 

(SG3); 
0.004 
 (YGC); 
0.029 
 (AU2) 

 3.07*10
-6

 
(SG3); 

1.76*10
-4

 
(SG3); 

1.12*10
-10

 
(SG3); 

<1.00*10
-323 

(SG3); 
0.004 
 (YGC); 
0.021 
 (AU2) 

1.26*10
-5

 
(SG3); 
0.012 
 (YGC); 

p63 3.26*10
-15

 
(SG3); 
0.017 
 (AU2); 
0.033 
 (YGC) 

 2.62*10
-5

 
(SG3); 

2.64*10
-8

 
(SG3); 

1.12*10
-10

 
(SG3); 

3.26*10
-15

 
(SG3); 

1.85*10
-4

 
(SG3); 

AKT 1.89*10
-12

 
(SG3); 
0.014 
 (YGC) 

 3.44*10
-4

 
(SG3); 

1.85*10
-8

 
(SG3); 

1.67*10
-10

 
(SG3); 
0.033 
 (YGC) 

1.33*10
-13

 
(SG3); 
0.016 
 (YGC) 

2.82*10
-4

 
(SG3); 

CEBP-a  0.046 
(SG3) 

0.006 
(AU2) 

    

STAT3  2.90*10
-4

 
(SG3); 
0.027 
 (YGC) 

     

VEGF  <1.00*10
-323  

(SG3); 
1.61*10

-7
 

 (YGC); 
2.5*10

-4
 

 (AU2) 

4.43*10
-8

 
(SG3); 
4.85*10

-4
 

(YGC) 

    

TGF-b  <1.00*10
-323  

(SG3); 
6.2*10

-8
 

 (YGC); 
3.14*10

-5
 

 (AU2) 

0.008 
(SG3) 

    

EGFR  3.96*10
-11

 
(SG3); 

0.016 
(SG3) 
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7.71*10
-4

 
 (YGC); 

p53  4.26*10
-11

 
(SG3); 
5.13*10

-4
 

 (AU2); 
6.15*10

-4
 

 (YGC) 

4.00*10
-7

 
(SG3); 
2.87*10

-4
 

 (YGC); 
0.031 
 (AU2) 

    

BRCA1  2.07*10
-5

 
(SG3); 
0.028 
(YGC) 

8.86*10
-6

 
 (SG3) 

0.006 
(AU2); 
0.010 
(SG3) 

   

HER2    0.015 
(SG3) 

   

CD31   2.36*10
-4

 
(SG3); 
0.045 
 (AU2) 

0.046 
(SG3) 

   

PPARG 0.038 
 (YGC) 

  0.004 
(YGC); 
0.016 
(AU2) 

0.005 
(YGC); 

0.008 
(YGC); 

0.022 
(YGC); 

 

Numbers in the boxes represent associations between levels of super-module expression and the activity status of 19 oncogenic 

pathways, represented by gene expression signatures (first column), found to be significant (FDR < 0.05). Data is shown for the 

individual pathways. Mapping of the oncogenic pathways was performed as previously reported in Ooi et al.,(2009). Values in bold 

and underlined represent associations seen only in an individual dataset and not in the combined validation series. 
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Supplemental Table 10. Correlation between stromal super-module expression and expression 

levels of TGFB3, TGFBR1, TGFBR2 and TGFBR3 in the individual validation datasets. 

Datasets SG-3 YGC AU-2 

Gene 

Name r p-value  r p-value r p-value 

TGFB3 0.77029 < 0.001 0.779613 2E-14 0.72825 9.06E-13 

TGFBR1 0.74762 < 0.001 0.227711 0.068108 0.40528 0.000501 

TGFBR2 0.68322 < 0.001 0.716437 1.94E-11 0.2332 0.052035 

TGFBR3 0.71299 < 0.001 0.561787 1.12E-06 0.58703 9.24E-08 

                                        

 r = correlation coefficient 
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Supplemental Table 11. Univariate Cox Regression Analysis of the association between stromal 

module expression and stage-specific survival in the Combined Validation Series.  

Stage 
Number of 

Patients 
p* 

Regression 

Coefficient 
HR(95.0%CI) 

I 52 0.444 -0.008 0.992 (0.971 to 1.013) 

II 43 0.701 -0.004 0.996 (0.977 to 1.016) 

I + II 95 0.668 -0.003 0.997 (0.984 to 1.010) 

III 124 0.052 0.010 1.010 (1.000 to 1.020) 

IV 65 0.953 0 1.000 (0.989 to 1.010) 

III + IV 189 0.024 0.009 1.009 (1.001 to 1.016) 

I + II + III + IV 284 0.023 0.007 1.007 (1.001 to 1.013) 

* Stromal module expression was treated as a continuous variable.  
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Supplemental Table 12. Cox regression analysis of intratumoral stroma (ITS) and other clinical 

variables in the LS-2 dataset (131 GC patients). 

 

* Age is not significantly associated with cancer-specific survival (p = 0.96) but is significantly 

associated with overall survival (p = 0.01) 

 

Covariate  

Univariate  Multivariate 

HR (95.0% CI) P  HR (95.0% CI) P 

ITS Continuous 

Variable 
1.017 (1.003 to 1.032) 0.019  

1.003 (0.988 to 

1.018) 
0.682 

Age < 65 years 1     

 ≥ 65 years 0.987 (0.562 to 1.734) 0.963*  - - 

Gender Female 1   - - 

Male 0.644 (0.368 to 1.130) 0.125  - - 

UICC 

staging 
I 1   1  

II 1.393 (0.539 to 3.595) 0.494  
1.413 (0.540 to 

3.696) 
0.481 

III 7.178 (3.568 to 14.44) 
< 

0.001 
 

7.379 (3.534 to 

15.408) 
< 0.001 

Morphology 

type 

Intestinal 1   1  

Diffuse 2.312 (1.265 to 4.225) 0.006  
2.431 (1.1151 to 

5.299) 
0.025 

Mixed 0.923 (0.281 to 3.032) 0.895  
0.655 (0.177 to 

2.420) 
0.526 

Grade G1 1   1  

G2 2.430 (0.707 to 8.346) 0.158  
1.396 (0.400 to 

4.879) 
0.601 

G3 3.432 (1.047 to 11.26) 0.042  
1.530 (0.419 to 

5.591) 
0.52 
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Supplemental Table 13. Rate of information gain with successive datasets 

 

Sets 

Genes per 

set 

Genes already 

found in prior set 

Genes per 

set 

Genes already 

found in prior set 
9C9 666 0 1736 0 

9C8 1870 656 (35.1%)* 6757 1528 (22.6%)* 

9C7 2286 1466 (64.1%) 8950 3425 (38.3%) 

9C6 2579 2102 (81.5%) 9357 6077 (65%) 

* Percentages are number of nodes/edges already found in prior set divided by total numbers of 

nodes/edges in that dataset 

 

The number of new genes (nodes) and edges (as a percentage of total nodes/genes) decreases as the GC 

network construction progressed from 
9
C9 to 

9
C6. For example, in the 

9
C6 data series, of 2579 genes, 

2102 were already found in the preceding 
9
C7 dataset.  
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Supplemental Methods 

 

GC Coexpression Network Construction 

Affymetrix datasets (JP, SG-2 and LS-1) were normalized using the MAS 5 algorithm 
1
 and 

subjected to a log2 transformation. Custom cDNA microarray datasets (AU-1, HK, SG-1, AMS, KA-1 

and SD) were individually normalized and preprocessed by the contributing centers. UniGene Cluster 

IDs (Build 194) were used to harmonize gene identifiers across the datasets. For datasets lacking 

UniGene Cluster ID information, the SOURCE website was used to extract UniGene IDs 

(http://smd.stanford.edu/cgi-bin/source/). Distinct array probes mapping to the same UniGene 

ClusterID were averaged and assigned a single value.  In total, 31096 unique UniGene IDs were 

present across all nine datasets.  

The coexpression network was constructed using methods described by Aggarwal et al,
2
 with 

slight modifications. Briefly, first, using rank order statistics, we established a core network using 

genes common to all nine datasets as network nodes, and visualized gene pairs exhibiting recurrent 

coexpression associations across the samples as network edges 
2
 (Supplemental Figure 10). For each 

dataset, a ranked correlation matrix containing all pair wise gene-gene correlation coefficients was 

computed. Using a probabilistic method based on order statistics, we evaluated the probability of 

observing a particular configuration of ranks across the different GC datasets. Defining the null 

hypothesis H0 that the ranked correlations of any gene pair (A, B) across the nine datasets are randomly 

distributed, and the alternative hypothesis H1 that the (A, B) ranks are non-randomly distributed, a log-

likelihood ratio (LLR, LLR = log10 [p(H0)/ p(H1)]) score was computed as an index of gene-gene 

interaction strength. A false discovery rate (FDR) cut-off was estimated by analyzing 50 randomly 

permuted datasets where the rank order of genes within each single center dataset was shuffled and the 

number of ‘significant’ links at each LLR was calculated. This randomization process was 
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independently repeated 50 times and the results were averaged. Second, we extended the core network 

by incorporating additional nodes and edges identified by reiteratively applying the same procedure to 

all possible combinations of eight, seven, and six datasets (i.e. 
9
C9, 

9
C8, 

9
C7, 

9
C6). In total, we 

considered 130 possible combinations with saturation of information gain achieved at six datasets 

(Supplemental Table 13, Supplemental Figure 11).  

Modules (sub-networks of tightly coexpressed genes) within the network were constructed 

using a previously described ‘chain-linking’ algorithm.
2
 Individual genes were serially connected to 

additional genes exhibiting the highest interaction strength (‘chain’) until a terminator pair was 

encountered (i.e. the strongest interacting partner of gene A is gene B and the strongest interacting 

partner of gene B is gene A). Using this chain as a scaffold, additional genes showing significant 

interactions with scaffold genes (i.e. LLR > cut-off) were aggregated with the scaffold genes to form a 

module. In total, 178 modules were identified (Supplemental Document 1). 

We elected to use an iterative approach towards the network construction. While analyzing 

genes common to all nine datasets might provide the most robust associations, adopting such a strict 

approach would confine our analysis to a relatively small number of genes (666) and limit subsequent 

biological discovery. For example, a co-expression analysis using the core network of 666 genes 

revealed only 55 co-expression modules, while a similar analysis using the expanded 3177-gene 

network revealed 178 modules (2.7x greater) (Supplemental Figure 12). Several biologically relevant 

modules, such as the digestive super-module and the proteosomal super-module, were absent from the 

666-gene core network while being clearly evident in the expanded network based on 3177 genes).  
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Functional Annotation of Coexpression Modules 

Individual modules were mapped against the Molecular Signatures database (MsigDB 2.5, 

http://www.broadinstitute.org/gsea/msigdb/). Four MsigDB sections were queried: C1 (chromosomal 

position), C2 (pathways, publication and knowledge-based gene sets), C3 (cis-regulatory motifs), and 

C5 (Gene Ontologies). The hypergeometric distribution was used to compute the overlap significance 

using p < 0.001 and a minimal gene overlap number of at least five genes.  All p values were corrected 

for multiple hypotheses at a Q-VALUE FDR < 0.05, estimated using the Q-VALUE software package 

(http://www.genomine.org/qvalue/). We excluded MSigDB signatures mapping to more than nine 

modules as these signatures mostly corresponded to general and thus rather non-specific cellular 

functions (e.g. cytoplasm, membrane) (Supplemental Document 2).   

 

Mapping Module Expression Values to Individual Validation Samples 

To study patterns of module expression in individual samples, we derived surrogate expression 

signatures for each module. For 153 modules, these surrogate signatures contained the module ‘hub’ 

gene (defined as the gene exhibiting the greatest number of connections in the module), immediate 

neighboring genes positively correlated to the hub, and other module genes with positive correlations 

to the immediate neighboring genes. For 25 modules where the hub gene was linked to neighboring 

genes predominantly by negative correlations, a surrogate expression signature reflecting the 

predominant trend of expression amongst genes in the module was created by excluding the hub gene, 

including immediate neighboring genes positively correlated to the hub, and other module genes with 

positive correlations to the immediate neighboring genes.  Supplemental Document 3 provides a list of 

signature genes from all modules. The GENOMICA program was used to compare levels of module 

expression between samples.
3
 To discover molecular patterns based on module expression, we 

http://www.genomine.org/qvalue/
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combined all 349 cancers and normal samples from the three validation datasets (SG-3, AU-2 and 

YGC) and clustered them based on their module expression patterns using average linkage hierarchical 

clustering and a centered correlation similarity metric. Cluster and Treeview 

(http://rana.lbl.gov/EisenSoftware.htm) software were used for clustering and generating module 

expression heat maps. Supplemental Table 5 lists the top 20 hub genes of the current GC coexpression 

network (FDR < 0.001). 

 

Clinicopathological Variables  

Mann-Whitney U tests were used to evaluate relationships between levels of module expression 

and clinicopathological variables. Patients were divided into two groups based on different clinical 

variables: age (<65 years vs. ≥65 years), gender (male vs. female), disease stage (early stage 

(UICC/AJCC stage I and II) vs.  late stage (UICC/AJCC stage III and IV)), histopathological subtype 

(intestinal type vs. diffuse type), and grade of differentiation (low vs. high). A threshold of ≥ 65 years 

was used to define "old age" based on the observation that in several Western European countries (UK, 

Germany, Ireland), 65 years is the age at which the state will first offer a pension (http://www.vicon-

project.eu/node/10). Clinicopathological associations observed in the combined validation series (349 

samples, SG-3, AU-2 and YGC) with a p-value < 0.05 were considered significant. p-values were 

corrected for multiple hypotheses by Q-VALUE software. 

 

Mapping of Oncogenic Pathways 

Mapping of gene expression signatures representing oncogenic pathways was performed as 

previously described.
4
 Relationships between oncogenic pathway activation and super-module 
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expression values were evaluated using Pearson’s correlation coefficient and a p-value < 0.05 was 

considered significant. p-values were corrected for multiple hypotheses by Q-VALUE software.  

 

Survival Analysis 

Kaplan-Meier analysis (SPSS, Chicago) was used to perform survival comparisons in patient 

datasets where clinical follow up and mortality information were available, e.g. SG-3: n = 153 GCs, 

AU-2: n = 70 GCs, YGC: n = 65 GCs, AMS: n = 34 GCs and LS-2: n = 131 GCs. Differences in 

survival probability were computed using two different approaches:  Cox regression analysis with 

Wald test (CR) and Kaplan-Meier analysis with log rank test (KM). For CR, we analyzed stromal 

module expression as a continuous variable, and for KM we compared the one third of patients with the 

highest stromal super-module expressing GCs to the one third of patients with the lowest stromal 

super-module expressing GCs. Data from the third of patients with intermediate levels of stromal 

module expressing GCs were excluded from KM analysis to allow comparisons between biological 

extremes. p-values of < 0.05 were considered significant. Overall survival was used as an endpoint for 

the gene expression datasets, and cancer specific survival was used for the TMA dataset (LS-2). 

Patients who died within 30 days after surgery (post-operative mortality) were excluded from cancer 

specific survival analyses. Multivariate analysis was performed using Cox proportional hazards 

modeling including all covariates identified as significantly related to patient survival in univariate 

analyses. Data from the third of patients in LS-2 with intermediate levels of ITS ([40.76%, 61.8%]) 

GCs were excluded from KM analysis. 

 

Immunohistochemical Analysis 

 To validate the expression of stromal genes, we elected to perform VIM and CALDESM 

immunohistochemistry.  We chose VIM and CALDESM as they a) displayed high connectivity in the 
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stromal super-module (CALDESM : 61 neighboring edges/nodes; VIM : 9 neighboring edges/nodes); 

b) were independently associated with patient survival at the gene expression level, ; and c) 

immunohistochemical assays for these markers are already well established in routine diagnostic 

histopathology laboratories albeit for different purposes. Briefly, 4 micron sections were cut onto 

Superfrost Plus slides and dried overnight. After deparaffinsation, sections were subjected to antigen-

retrieval in a microwavable pressure cooker in 10mM citrate buffer, pH6. Endogenous peroxidase was 

blocked by incubating the slides in 3% H2O2/distilled water and endogenous biotin was blocked using 

an egg white solution. Sections were incubated with primary antibodies for 1 hour at 37 degree C (anti-

vimentin 1:50 dilution (DAKO M7020); anti-caldesmon 1:200 dilution (DAKO M3557). The DAKO 

REAL streptavidin biotin kit was used as a detection system according to the manufacturer's 

instructions. DAB was used as a chromogen, sections were counterstained with Mayer's hematoxylin, 

dehydrated and coverslipped with DPX.  

 

Quantitation of Intra-Tumoral Stroma (ITS) by Computerized Point Counting 

The ITS proportion of both, full sections and tissue microarrays (TMAs), was quantitated by 

point counting as described by West et al. (2010).
5
 For full sections, 4µm thick sections were cut from 

paraffin embedded GC tissue blocks chosen to represent the deepest tumor infiltration in the gastric 

wall (highest pT category). TMAs were constructed by random sampling of three to six 0.6mm 

diameter cores from one representative tumour containing paraffin block from each GC. Full sections 

and TMA sections were stained with Haematoxylin&Eosin (H&E) according to standard protocols and 

scanned at 40x magnification using an automated scanning system (Aperio XT, Aperio Technologies, 

Vista, CA, USA). Virtual slides from full sections and TMA sections were visualized using 

ImageScope v 10.1.3.2028 (Aperio Technologies). In full sections, the whole area containing tumor 
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was encirculated using a pen tool avoiding areas of necrosis and mucin, whereas all tumour containing 

cores of an individual GC were encirculated in the TMA sections. A grid with a systematic random 

sample of 300 measurement points was superimposed onto the selected area using virtual graticule 

software (RandomSpot, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK, freely accessible via 

http://129.11.65.182/RandomSpot/). Each point was scored using the following categories: tumor, 

stroma, tumor lumen, necrosis, vessel, inflammation and noninformative (unclassifiable). The 

percentage of measurement points in each category was calculated for each case.   

 

Softwares 

Methodologies (rank order statistics, data permutation, coexpression network construction, 

‘chain-linking’ algorithm) were implemented in Matlab software (http://www.mathworks.com) and C 

programming language. Network diagrams were visualized using Cytoscape 2.6.0 software 

(http://www.cytoscape.org/). Power law graphs were generated using NetworkAnalyzer 

(http://med.bioinf.mpi-inf.mpg.de/netanalyzer/), a Java plug-in for Cytoscape. 
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